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Dryandra fraseri var. crebra is a low growing, spreading species that grows in sand 
and gravel or pure gravel in heathland in the Badgingarra-Eneabba area. In gravel, 
plants-havebluer leaves-and-usually have-pinkflowers-most noticeable-when-stillin---' 
bud. It flowers in winter to early spring. Drawn from a plant grown from seed 
collected from Hi-Vallee, Badgingarra. 
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Hello and welcome to Newsletter No. 58. 

The new year brings news that there is another new "Banksia", Banksia recuwistylis. It was named and 
described by Kevin Thiele and the details appear in the latest issue of the WA Herbarium's journal Nuytsia. 
I have not seen the paper as yet but understand that the species is very similar to Dryandra meganotia. 
Obviously the controversy still rages and in the interests of (hopefully) shedding a bit more light on the 
situation, I have reproduced an article written by Jim Barrow on whether we can still continue to use the 
name Dryandra. It appeared in the NS. WA. Newsletter for November 2009 and I would like to thank Jim 
for giving us permission to use it. In the original, Jim had a colour page of various dryandras and banksias to 
show the wide variety of shape and morphology of species and to illustrate points he made in the paper. I 
have attached three "pairs" of Banksia and Dryandra to again demonstrate some of the differences between 
species from the two genera - I must say that I have great difficulty in believing that they are all Banksia. 

You will see from my note ("A germination disaster") in Notes from Members that even after some 37 years 
of growing dryandras, I cannot say that I have "tamed the genus. I have learned a lot and have some ideas 
about which species are difficult in our growing conditions but I am still keen to try other species. Thanks to 
all of you who have let us know of how you are progressing. However, I was somewhat disappointed that no 
one took up my challenge to write a few paragraphs on their favourite dryandra(s), to follow on from my 
article on D. longifolia, in N.L. 57. You must all have one or two favourites or particular successes, so let's 
hear about it for N.L. 59. 

At the ASGAP Conference held in Geelong last year, member Neil Marriott gave a very interesting paper on 
the Myer native plant garden in Dunkeld, Victoria. Neil and wife Wendy are involoved in "rejuvenating" the 
garden and in particular in trying to group plants of similar requirements together. My wife Liz and I saw the 
garden on the only open day for years and it is every bit as wonderful as he said. He very kindly agreed to 
write something about the garden and its dryandras; I hope that you enjoy it. 

Margaret continues her "Looking back" series which gives a great insight into the development of our 
understanding of how complex the Dryandra genus is, and also keeps us up to date on happenings at 
Denmark. Even though she claims that she hasn't planted "many dryandras", the list looks pretty impressive 
to me, especially the many uncommon species. Again, I am always happy to hear about other gardens and 
successes and failures so let me know how you are going. 

The last item is more directed at Study Group leaders but I have reproduced it slightly edited to let you know 
what might be in store for Study Groups in the next few years. We are very fortunate in having Paul 
Kennedy as ANPSA President as he is the first one that I am aware of who has actually had an active 
interest in the groups and is of course, leader of the Hakea Study Group. I particularly commend h s  
intention to try to initiate activities and research into what we can do to protect rare and endangered species. 
There are many dryandras in this category and Margaret and I hope to make some suggestions about species 
should be followed up. 

Happy Dryandra growing and we hope that the drought has broken for you, 

Tony 
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Mark Mvers Dryandm Garden Dunkeld, Victoria 

Neil R Marriott 

My wife Wendy and I have been fortunate to be involved for the last few years working with Alan 
and Maria Myers on their superb property at Dunkeld, at the foot of the Grampians Ranges in south- 
western Victoria Their garden is approximately 22 acres in size and is surrounded by a beautifid 2m 
high sandstone wall. Inside the wall the garclen is grand with lush green lawns dotted with immense 
old River Red Gums and several small lakes all lined with large fluid garden beds and woodlands. 
There are formal design elements such a central axis, vistas to rotundas and classical pergolas, yet 
the gardens are almost entirely planted with Australian natives. This is due to Maria's love of our 
Australian flora. To top it a11 off, the gardens have spectacular borrowed landscape with the 
Grampians ranges in the background. 

When I took over the management of the gardens there had been little overall planning, with new 
and replacement plants being placed randomly throughout the gardens. Selection criteria was simply 
those species that were tough exlough to survive with minimal preparation or care. Maria was keen to 
develop thanes and more specialised planting for the garden, and my aim was to group plants with 
like requirements wherever possible. As a result we began making changes by working out for each 
garden what plants would grow or were already growing well. From this, each garden was formally 
named and one of these was the Dryandra Garden. Others included the Grevillea Garden, Coma 
Garden, Hakea Garden, Banksia Garden, Drumstick Garden, Mallee Garden, Grassland Garden and 
many more. 

The Dryandra Garden already had a range of Dryandras including Dryandra caiophylla, D 
dmmmondji ssp dmmmondii, D praemorsa ssp praemorsa, D nivea -several forms, D speciosa, D 
fenuifolia ssp reptam, D ~ortfolia, Dpolycephala etc as well as a number of species of Grevillea, 
Cdytnx md other natives. It is a long wide bed of Grampians black freedraining acid sand built up 
over heavy grey basalt neuid  to alkaline clay, with an area of just built up clay at one end. Any old 
plants that were not up to scratch were removed or pruned back to improve shape and density, while 
the bed was widened with a strip of beautiful red acidic volcanic loam along the front edge. This was 
for the planting of a range of smaller and showy dryandras in front of the larger existing species. As 
a result we now have three distinct soil zones in the garden, allowing an extensive range of species 
to be grown. The entire garden has been mulched with chipped up Red Gum. 

As we all know, Dryandra are virtually unknown in the nursery trade even from the specialist native 
nurseries. As a result we have been propagating our own plants from seed collected on trips to the 
West. We have also been most fortunate in having as a good friend the former Study Group leader 
Keith Alcock. Keith has most generously given us seed of a large number of species, as did Margaret 
Pieroni when we visited her last year. We are now planting out numerous new species including 
Dryandra ferruginea -several subspecies, D obtusa, D serra, D carlinoides, D borealis D sessilzs - 
several subspecies, D mimica, D lindleyana -several subspecies, D columnaris, D longfolia -several 
subspecies, Dfraseri -several forms, D conferta -several forms and many more yet to be planted 
out. The young plants are planted at the autumn break, watered in at planting and then normally left 
to fend for themselves. So far most plants are thving, with few losses once established. Dryandra 
praemorsa has even become almost weedy, with numerous young plants popping up throughout the 
gardens. These transplant readily. 

In November last year, Alan and Maria generously opened their garden to the public for one day as a 
fundraiser far the new DunkeId Community Centre. I guided groups on tows of the garden 
throughout. the day while Wendy did propagation demonstrations in the glasshouse -it was a 
wonderful day, very busy but very satisfying to show the public just how spectacular native gardens 
can be. Just under 4000 people attended including our Study Group editor 'l'ony and wife Liz. Tony 
was impressed and suggested I write an article about the gardens. Unfortunately this beautiful garden 
is private property and is seldom open to the public. You will just have to wait till the next 
fundraiser. 
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Pictures by Liz and Tony Cavanagh 

calophylla and B. blechnifolia together7 

D. nivea mass planting 



Reports from Members 

John Armstrongfrom Rye in Victoria wrote in September: 

I have just planted about 300 seeds from Nindethana, Banksia Farm and my own, to see if I can have a 
better result than autumn sowing. I seem to get a lot of 'damping off during the winter months due to 
under or over-watering, (I don't know) and hope that I can err on the side of over-watering in the summer. 

Some dryandras I have grown from my own seed are: D. praemorsa var. praemorsa, 
D. niveu* D. obtusa, D. formosa, D. 11o~tgrj'oIia subsp. longifoliu, D. nobilis subsp. nobilis, D. 
subpinnatvda var. imberbis, D. sessilis vars sessilis and cordata and 
D. sqwarrosa var. argillacea. Three that don't germinate axe: D. drummondii subsp. 
drummondii, D. glawca and D. guercfolia (prolific seed set and worked by bees). 

John added later in the month that some of his seeds were starting fo germinate and he sent some photos 
of his built- up garden be& with massedplantings ofdyandras including D. newosa, D. bravnii, D. 
quercifolia, D. mucronulata var. retrorsa, 
D. speciosa and D. stuposa- all looking magnificent. 

Elizabeth George from Alexander Heights, a northern Perth suburb wrote: 

My dryandras are all still doing well - healthy growth and prolific flowering e.g. 
D. ionthocarpa subsp. ionthocarpa, D. lindleyana subsp. lindleyana and subsp. agricola, D. nivea 
'Mormpp', D. drummndii subsp. drummondii, D. fraseri var.fraseri and var. oxycedra, D. speciosa, D. 
catoglypta, D. polycephah md 
D. calopfsybla. Some are 18-19 years old, this year - about five of them. They receive very little attention 
apart from tidying up and pruning. 

In November, Liesbeth Uijtewaal from the Netherlands wrote after her return from the ANPSA 
Conference in Geelong where she gave an excellent talk on her experiences of growing Australian plants 
in her country: 

I came home OK, got a lot of propagation done and I've already potted up lots of struck plantlets. Some 
days ago, I extracted the seeds from the dryandra capsules you gave me and put them in my pre- 
germination box. The 6 capsules of D. brownii yielded 6 seeds -not surprisingly, 6 of the D. quercifolia 
held 7 seeds, 7 ofD. qeciosa held 10 s d s  (two capsules had borer damage). Not a bad score, I'd say. 
Wait and see how many will germinate, I've put them in a fridge/drawer regime immediately: I found 
that; especially dryandra seeds but some banksia as well, in particular B. dryandroides, germinate a lot 
better when they are at room temperature during the day and in the fridge during the night. You may have 
suggested that before; it definitely works! ( It wasn 't me. Can any other member take the credit? MP ) 

All plants survived my absence which is good. I'm preparing the plants and greenhouses for the coming 
winter, now. We had one night of -5'a couple of weeks ago - very early, but I left most plants outside 
which went well. No severe frost is forecast for the near future but things can change rapidly and it's 
better to be prepared. 

Liesbeth sent an up-date later in November: 

Two D. brownii, (out of 6 )  have geminated so far, 2 (out of 7)  D. querclfolia, SEVEN (out of 10) D. 
speciosa subsp. macrocarpa and ONE (out of 10) 
D. subpinnat2Jida var. imberbis. There's only one seed left, the others got mouldy/bacterially infected. 1 
understand I will have to treat this one seedling with great care. I'll do my best but, good grief! I'm 



getting very nervous now. I do hope Kevin has some more follicleslseeds left. * The one germinated seed 
is surfacing now so at least its rootlet is OK. 'I planted' the seed 4 weeks ago on Nov. 1". 

I never plant seed - as long as it is large enough to handle- directly into the ground but I pre-germinate 
them in a box, in moist kitchen towelling. This makes it a lot easier to keep an eye on them and discard 
the ones that go mouldy. As soon as a rootlet appears, I plant the seed in potting mix and, in general, one 
or two weeks later, a seedling surfaces. I learned somewhere that dryandras germinate better under cooler 
conditions, so I gathered they would wait for autumn. This means cool nights and warmer days, so I place 
the pre-germination boxes in the refrigerator at night and in the kitchen drawer during the day. In March, 
I planted loads of new banksia and dryandra seeds but hardly any dryandra germinated, so, after most 
banksias had germinated, I put the remainder of the seeds under fridgeldrawer regime and away they 
went! I decided to do that with dryandras straight away in future; I feel that the longer they stay under 
moist conditions without geminating, the hgher the risk of losing them is. It's just a thought but I feel it 
makes sense. 

'The rnagnlJicentplant of D. subpinnatlfida var. imberbis at the Banksia Farm is dying, branch by 
branch. Unfortunately, contrary to what we hoped there isn't much seed to be had So far neither Kevin 
nor I have been able to germinate any of it. I gave afew precious seed to Liesbeth and told her about 
this. It's good to know that, at least the seed is viable and the plant, possibly the last 'pure' one not 
adulterated with genes from D. squarrosa is not self-sterile. 

Christine Wadeyfrom Eltham, in Victoria wrote with an order for seeds: 

The drought and hot weather, during last summer took its toll on our dryandras and we lost a very large 
D. longijolia as well as D. tenulfolia. We were away from home for two weeks in January, which meant 
that the garden was fending for itself during some of the hottest summer weather, with not a drop of rain. 
D. drummondii, D. pteridifolia and D. formosa have coped well but it is time to start off some 
replacements, hoping for less severe summer conditions, this year. I would like to try some of the more 
drought-hardy species which can hopefully cope with our heavy clay soil. 

Hartley Tobin from The Gurdies , in Victoria wrote, at Christmas: 

A large D. formosa, (one of my original plantings) gave up early this year and 'surprise, surprise', early 
November, there were a dozen or more young seedlings coming up through the mulch left by the orignal 
plant. I have potted up some; the hot weather came before I could get them all and now there are two 
managing to survive, where the original plant was. Two D. polycephala, two D. nivea and 6 D. 
quercijolia all survived the extreme heat and I'm expecting something from them, next year. 

A germination disaster 
I read with interest John's comments about planting in September to avoid problems with damping off 
and rotting over winter. I have used both March-April and August-September and tend to favour autumn 
because it avoids the potential problem of young seedlings being fried in the occasional 46 "C day when 
you sow in late spring. I also do all sowing in the open with trays set up on bricks to ensure maximum 
drainage. This year I was somewhat slack and didn't get my seeds in until 6 October. They were a mix of 
seeds from my plants and from Margaret and Kevin Collins - brownii, carlinoides, drummondii s. 
hiemalis, nivea s. nivea, nivea s. uliginosa, subulata, viscida. The result was ZERO - not a single 
seedling after 3 months! This has never happened to me before, even when I have had poor germination, I 
have always had a few pop up. The only explanation I can think of is that we had an unusually warm 
October and November with several days well into the 30s and ths  inhibited seed germination and 
probably killed the seed embryos. Proteaceous seed require cool condition and cycling temperatures to 
germinate (especially cool nights). The moral of this story is, plant early, August to mid-September if you 
are sowing in spring and late March to early May for autumn sowing. We all live and learn. 
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Dryandras? 
s Alex George pointed out in a recent An ewsletter (August 2008), you do not 

have to call Dryandras Banksias. But you do 
have to call them something. How are you 
going to decide which name you will use? 

Ideally, we would all read the original publi- 
cation, evaluate it, andmake up our own minds. 
There are two publications that are relevant. 
One actually makes the transfer of Dryandras 
to Banksia, but it is based on an earlier paper 
- see references at the end of this article - and 
this is the one we need to consider. However, 
it is obviously not practicable for everybody to 
read the original publication, not least because 
modem taxonomy has become extraordinarily 
complex. Let me try to explain that. 

Originally Linnaeus classified for ease 
of identification; the aim was to put similar 
things into the same box, different things into 
different boxes. Of course, Linnaeus came 
well before Darwin -his "Systema Naturae" 
was published in 1735, more than 100 years 
before Darwin's "On the Origin of Species" 
(1 859), so the idea of evolution could not have 
occurred to him. 

It subsequently became gradually accepted 
that classification should involve the Darwin- 
ian principle of common descent and that the 
characteristics of the flowers or of the idores- 
cence were the best clues to common descent. 
Characteristics that were not directly involved 
in reproduction, such as, for example, leaf 
shape, were mainly used at low levels of clas- 
sification such as to distinguish species. 

Since the 1960s a trend called cladistic tax- 
onomy (or cladistics ) has emerged, in which 
taxa are arranged in an evolutionary tree. If 
a taxon includes all the descendants of some 
ancestral form, it is called monophyletic, as 
opposed to paraphyletic, (Taxon (plural: taxa) 
means a group of organisms, which a taxono- 
mist judges to be a unit.) 

The study of cladistics has b m  advanced by 
two developments: one is computer programs 
into which large of amounts of data can be fed 
and the program then produces a tree which 
purports to represent the evolutionary devel- 
opnient of the group; and the other is analysis 
of components of the DNA of organisms, thus 
providing large amounts of data. These two 
developments can be considered as indepen- 
dent; you can apply the computer programs 
to ordinary observable characteristics and you 
can include such characters (as I understand it) 
together with the DNA data. This was not done 
by Mast and Givnish (2002). They considered 
only DNA data derived from the chloroplasts. 
They included 84 Banksia taxa but only 5 Dry- 
andra species. 

The outcome is vely difficult for a non- 
specialist. For example, here is the description 
of one of the "trees" they develop to represent 
the evolution of Banksias. "Strict consensus 
of 40 shortest trees (130 steps; CI = 0.785, 
RI = 0.961) found in MP analysis using data 
from the rpll6 intron and psbAltmH spacer 
(STRATEGY a) with ti : tv = 1 : 1 and nt : 
indel = 1 : 1." So we are limited to considering 
the outcome. 

First, let us refresh our minds about the 
previous classification. In the "classical" 
approach to the classification of the group, 
emphasis is placed on the characteristics of 
the inflorescence and of the flowers. Dryandra 
is separated from Banksia because the inflo- 
rescence is surrounded by bracts. Dryandras 
also differ from most Banksias in that Dryan- 
dras have a co~idetised inflorescence. Within 
the Banksias, there is a small group of three 
species which also have a condensed idores- 
cence but no bracts, and they are allocated to 
different sub-genus. 

Consider the three species of Banksia whose 
flowers are in condensed heads (B. cuneuta, 

Banksia praemorsa Dryandra quercifolia 
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I I t  I 

I Taxonomy 

I Banksia 
Subgenus 

Series 
*B menziesii, B candolleana 
=B. prionotes 
*B. attenuata 

Subgenus 
*B. cuneata 

Dryandra 
Subgenus 

=D. j i rpgnra 

Relative positions of the species shown 
on page 30 according lo their taxonomic 
classi~cation 

ilicifolia, oligantha). (Of these, B. cuneata is 
illustrated.) In the cladistic approach of Mast 
and Givnish (2002), these are no longer a 
separate group but merely a side branch of 
the main tree. 

Consider also the four woolly orange 
Banksias (B. burdettii, victoriae, hookeri- 
ana and yrionotes). (Of these, B. prionotes 
is illustrated.) In the classical approach, the 
woolly pollen-presenters of these species 
suffice to allocate them to a special series 
but in the cladistic approach of Mast and 
Givnish (2002) they are buried between 
other species. 

And most importantly consider the Dly- 
andras. Mast and Givnish (2002) included 
'five Dryandras in their analysis of the Bank- 
sias and they sit in the middle of a Banksia 
group. It was this result that led Mast and 
Thiele (2007) to propose moving Dryandras 
to Banksia. They also split the new "super 
genus" into two sub-genera using the shape 
of the cotyledons as an one index of the split. 
While the split wasbased on analysis of the 
DNA data, it does raise leaf shape as indicat- 
ing differences well above the species level. 

Cladistics 
,-B. cuneatn I 

Redrawn f i m  Fig 3 of Mast and Givnish, (2002) 
to show the relative positions of the species 
shown on page 30. 
*Position rincertain 

Proposals such as these have caused some 
soul searching amongst botanists. Many are 
concerned that they are largely based on data 
derived from the chloroplasts. These inclusions 
in cells are inherited quite differently from the 
genetic material in the nucleus and it is genes 
in the nucleus that determine the characteristics 
used in classical taxonomy. Mast and Givnish 
used chloroplast data, but Mast and Thiele also 
used data from nuclear DNA. 

Many query the whole approach. The follow- 
ing is paraphrased from an invited article in the 
American Journal of Botany. 

When, as is common, cladistics differs from 
taxonomy, the question arises which version is 
right and which is wrong. Many cladists believe 
that cladistics is a superior approach and gives 
the best results. There are several conceptual 

- B candolleana 

-B menziesii - 
-B. prionotes 

Drynndro - 

Banksia baxteri Dryandra brownii 

 mom Banlbias 

v 

- 
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and methodological differences between cla- 
distics and taxonomy that cause differences. 
One important conceptual difference is the 
use of different criteria for grouping: order of 
branching versus similarity and difference. It 
is not that one approach is right and the other 
wrong; each is operating by its owistandards. 
However, when cladists apply the paraphyly 
rule to a taxonomic system and conclude that 
it needs revision to elirninateparaphyly, as cla- 
dists often do, they are judging the taxonomic 
system by a wrong standard. 

So you can see that there is far from uni- 
versal approval of the methods that led to the 
transfer of Dryandtas. What about the specific 
proposal itself? This newsletter was privi- 
leged to publish the opinion of Alex George, 
the acknowledged expert on both Banksias 
and Dryandras. You will recall that he did not 
approve and he and his co-authors have also 
rejected the change in his recently published 
book on the Banksias. 

Are there other opinions we can tap? A con- 

bariurns can be easily checked on-line using 
Australia's Virtual Herbarium. Only two 
herbariums have made the change. They are 
Western Australia and South Australia. Of 
these, only South Australia can be considered 
to provide independent assessment because 
the director of the Western Australian her- 
barium is one of the authors of the proposal. 
Importantly, Canberra, New South Wales and 
Victoria have retained Dryandra. Note that the 
Canberra herbarium is jointly managed by the 
Centre for Plant Diversity Research by CSlRO 
Plant Industry and the Australian National 
Botanic Gardens and is usually considered to 
carry a fair bit of weight. 

In sum, if you decide to retain Dryandra 
within your vocabulary, you are in some pretty 
good company. 
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D. quercifolia in cultivation, Denmark April 

D. fraseri var. crebra in cultivation, Denmark July 

D. pseudoplumosa in cultivation, Denmark November 



Looking Back (Continued) 

More of the correspondence from Margaret Pieroni, then living in Perth to Keith Alcock, at the time 
Dryandra Study Group leader, in Victoria. Updates of names and other comments are in brackets, in 
italics. 

From a letter dated 24/1/86: 

This is the fifth day in a row of over 38'and I can't bear to think of tomorrow being as hot. I've had to 
gve  all the plants in the garden some water but the Dryandra hewardiana I bought from George Lullfitz 
last year, has died. I think if I'd reared it myself it might have survived. It was a very healthy, well-grown 
plant in a pot of rich-looking soil and perhaps too healthy for its own good, before I planted it in the 
garden. I deliberately chose the smallest one in case they were pot-bound because, in my experience they 
like plenty of room in pots when they are small and are best planted out as soon as possible. My seedling 
of D. arctotidis has died too, leaving only D. preissii and D. aff. pteridfolia (Newdegate) (D. pteridfolia 
subsp. inretita) from my last lot of seed and D. tenuifolia (prostrate, I hope) that I bought fiom Morande 
at Narrikup. D. shuttleworthiana I bought fiom there also, has died since I potted it on. On the other hand, 
I haven't had any losses in the garden. 

I enclose a drawing of the plant that Morande Nursery insists is D. runcinata and a leaf. (D. ferruginea 
subsp. pumila). It has been in the garden since March and has doubled in size. I can't make out what it is. 
As you can see it has a stem, the leaves don't arise from a creeping or underground stem. (This plant was 
still growing and flowering well when I sold my house. It appears to be self-sterile as it never set viable 
seed .Alongside the drawing of the plant, I have written: "This is the D. 'runcinata 'from Morande 
nursery. I don't suppose it could be the one found by John Cullen, near Pingrup?..unless it's the D. 
ferruginea form from just south ofNewdegate that you described in your letter. The leaves are a bright, 
pale green and it doesn't look like any D. ferruginea I've seen. Could it be D. preissii?'?. 

The other leaf is fiom the shrub in the two photos. It seems to fit your description of the form No. 4 of 
'pteridifolia' from Southern Cross - Hyden. (D. shanklandiorum, bought as D. preissii). Last week, I 
visited Mary and Basil Smith at their farm, east of Wongan Hills and they took me to see it somewhere 
north of Koorda. It is an interesting looking shrub; the leaves seem to swirl like the flames of a fire. The 
Smiths have one of it that they have grown, on their property and they did have D. arborea, but it has 
died. (A photo of their plant appeared in 'The Proteaceae of Western Australia ' by Alex George). Basil 
lent me a good slide of a close-up of the flowers to get a duplicate. We talked about a trip later in the year 
to where D. arborea grows and I'm also planning to visit Wongan Hills to find D. comosa and D. 
pulchella. I have roughed out a program for short trips, this year but I'm not sure if 1'11 manage them all. I 
suppose I should keep some for later but I'm becoming so enthusiastic and so pleased with my progress in 
learning to identifl dryandras that I can't wait to get going! 

I've been thinlung about the drawings of seeds etc; that if I draw a t h e  follicles and seeds exactly twice 
natural size so that they are all in proportion to one another and the reader only has to imagine (or 
measure) them half the size; it would be a good idea. Most of them would be too small to look very good 
on the page at actual size. Regarding the seedlings - have you thought about how you'd send them? I've 
seen some Verticordia flowers that Elizabeth has sent to Alex, pickled in some sort of preserving fluid in 
small, glass tubes and I thought that might be the answer for the dryandra seedlings. (Subsequently, 
Hartley Tobin from Victoria volunteered to grow seedlings for me to draw and successfully posted them 
in snap- lockplastic bags, bare-rooted in sphagnum moss.) 

You said that you have only seen D. proteoides either in bud or finished. I was reading in one of the old 
Study Group newsletters that someone reported it 'still in bud in August'. I would be willing to bet, 
however, that the 'buds' were spent flowers, as I saw them in September. They close up again after 
flowering and resemble buds once more. When we saw them in flower last July, there were many flowers 



strewn over the ground, bitten off by parrots or cockatoos. The flowers are so well hidden on the old 
wood that we might not have noticed they were flowering if it wasn't for this. Most of the flowers were 
shredded but I was able to collect a couple of them from the ground. As they dried out, the bracts turned 
right back against the stem. I've seen them in shops with other dried flowers with the flowers removed 
and just the bracts left, with florists' wire attached to the very short stems. 

I'm grateful for your information on the dryandras at Harrismith. I'm looking forward to being able to 
identie them with the help of your descriptions and leaf specimens. 

I was wondering what 'cynaroides' means - like what? I remember seeing bottles of a liqueur, in Italy, 
called 'Cynar' with a picture of an artichoke on the label so I looked up 'artichoke' in the dictionary and 
there it was - Cynara scolymus. 

Apart from the ones you've listed from Harrismith, there aren't many more (named) dryandras I have yet 
to see so I thought I'd list them and ask if you'd be kind enough to give me some precise locations and 
flowering times, if you have them available. 

They are: D. dorrienii (synonymous with D. falcata) 

D. favosa ( syn. D. armata) 

D. horrida (newsletter says 'Tammin to Corrigin') 

D. longfolia (any closer to Perth than Esperance?) 

D. preissii 

D. serra ( NIL says Merredin but Beard says Stirlings, Oct.). (The latter is 
more or less correct) 

D. stuposa 

1'11 have a look for your D. sp. J (D. meganotia) at your Harrismith spot, next month. I was wondering 
whether you were able to get any good seed as you mentioned that it is usually eaten by insects? 

Did you take slides of D. sp. D? (D. viscida). You did say you saw it in fwll flower at Hatter Hill. I would 
like to have a duplicate slide if you do because I doubt whether I'll get back to that part of the world for a 
while. 

Alex said that the two forms of D. plumosa at the Stirlings =different. He couldn't say whether they'll 
be separate species at t h s  stage. ( D. pseudoplumosa and 
D. plumosa). 

I have had a few slides made from print negatives but they are expensive and not very good quality so I'm 
hoping to re-photograph some dryandras again, in the future, on slide film. 

From a letter dated 26/2/86 

I'm writing while my recent trip is still fresh in my mind. I have sent off a slide film Cforprocessing) 
whch I took at Harrismith so I'll wait to include some slides if they are suitable. The enclosed prints are 
for you to keep. I didn't have slide film in the camera, at the time. I've ordered a slide from the close-up 
of D. stuposa and I'd be pleased to get some done of some of the other negs if you'd like them. I recently 
had some slides made from negs that I have lent you over the last few years and I was delighted with the 



quality, if not the three-fold jump in price. The quality of prints fiom slides from Kodak, on the other 
hand is much worse than it used to be. I believe they've got a 'marvellous new machine' that does them in 
one process. I might have to give my talk in May, so I wanted slides of some species that will be 
flowering later, that I have already photographed on print film. 

The duplicate slide of Mary and Basil Smith's D. arborea is not nearly as good as the original. Quite a lot 
of detailof the flowers has been lost. If you ever need to reproduce any duplicate slides for publication, it 
would be necessary to track down the original, instead. 

With Shirley, who is becoming a dryandra enthusiast, I set off last Tuesday week for a trip to the south 
coast and back via Harrismith with two main aims; to photograph the coastal scenery with a view to 
landscape paintings and to find and photograph summer-flowering dryandras. We were fortunate in both 
aims with one exception, regarding the dryandras which I'll mention later. The weather was ideal on the 
first day for photographing the beautiful Paperbarks, Melaleuca cuticularis, alongside the estuary at 
Nanarup, but it deteriorated over the next few days. 

We met up with friends at Ongerup and joined them in their 4WD vehicle for a camping trip to Pt. Ann 
and Pt. Charles in the Fitzgerald River National Park for the weekend. Unfortunately, on the Friday night, 
after we arrived at Pt. Ann, we were inundated in a downpour, all night - a cyclonic depression - and we 
had to pack up and return to Ongerup on the Saturday without having had a look around. It took all day to 
get back because of the track - one bog after another. We were very lucky to not get stuck there. 

In the short time we had exploring the environs of our camp at Pt. Ann in the light rain on the Friday 
afternoon, we found D. tenufolia and D. obtusa growing on the cliffs behind the beach. 

Because of having to cut short our visit with our friends, we had an extra day to come home and more 
time to look for dryandras at Harrismith. We counted up to 26 species of Dryandra that we saw on the 
whole trip. We found D. squarrosa on Millbrook Rd. 
(Then thought to be a separate speciesfiom D. carduacea), with quite a few Proteaceae species which 
were flowering. 

Along the Hassell Hwy., where D. mucronulata was thick, we stopped and found, as well: D. armata, D. 
cuneata, D. tenufolia (subsp. tenu folia), D. pteridfolia 
(D. nervosa) and the two forms of D. arctotidis. ( One is D. brownii). It was the first time I've seen the 

D. tortfolia var. arctotidis ( D. arctotidis), so I was very pleased. Both forms have buds forming and I'd 
like to go back to photograph the flowers. 
(D. brownii and D. arctotidis often grow together and sometimes hybriak of the two occur.) I've been 

trying to find out when it flowers but to no avail. I've searched through Study Group newsletters but can't 
find any reference to flowering times. Newbey says; late winter and spring and Beard says September. 
Sainsbury doesn't say. Can you help? ( The confusion wasn 't helped by the fact that Rob Sainsbury had a 
photo of D. brownii as D. arctotidis in his 'Field Guide to Dryandras ' andplants ofD. brownii X nivea 
were being sold as 'D. arctotidis'). 

Further east, on Hassell Hwy National Park, we found D. plumosa (subsp. plumosa), as thick as D. 
mucronulata had beenat the eastern end. It was beginning to flower and it is certainly not as showy as 
our Salt River Rd. (Stirlings) form. (D. pseudoplumosa) 

The large leaf, enclosed, is from one of three small plants we found at a parking bay, about 52 krn north 
of Mt. Barker, on Albany Hwy., on the eastern side where there is a view to the Stirlings. The leaf is a full 
sized one and I couldn't work it out. There was no sign of any spent flowers. It resembled one of the 
prostrate banksias, in habit, ie with leaves standing up from the ground. Could it be Pteridifolia form 5? ( 
It was. It is D. porrecta which has flowers under the ground.) 



The other, longer leaf is from a plant, near where I photographed the D. plumosa. There were some plants 
of D. tortfoli~ ED, arctotidis), but one larger c1mp looked different from any I've seen before. It was 
about 40cm x 40cm and the leaves were quite a dark green and appear to be wider than D. nivea. no sign 
of Buds or flowers. 
( D. brownii - a Zargerplant than I'd seen previously). 

On our way to Pt. Ann, I looked in vain for a flower on D. quercfolia, though we drove through many 
populations of it. I haven't got a photo of a 'normal', yellow one. 
(I had a pink-flowering plarzt in my Attadale garden). 

I was disappohted at Harrismith, having found the marvellous dry mdra area, at still not finding, or, at 
least, recognising D, qnaroides. There was a lot of the one with brown-red flowers that I photographed 
that looked I ike it, however. ( This D. cynaroides, the flowers werefiished and lzad turned a brown- 
red codour but still lookedfiesk.) 

At the spot you described (west of Hawismith), we had no difficulty fiding sp. J 
(D. megamtia), though, once again we couldn't find any seeds. I was rewarded, however, by finding D. 

vestita with several beautiful flower heads to photograph, next to it. 

We camped at Nanogin, on the way home and because the flowering time of 
D. stuposa is late summer-early winter, we decided to search the dryandra patches on the way to 
Brookton. At the first one we stopped and found just a few plants on the top of a cutting, by the road, 40 
km south of Brookton, growing in association with 
D. mrduacea (D.squarrosa). Unfortunately, all, the plants have been cut down, recently. The one I 
photographed is the tallest and almost the only one in flower but we were thrilled to see it. Natuxall y, 
there were no seeds to be bad and we didn't find any plants of D. stuposa, subsequently. I bought a small 
plant from a nursexy, a couple of  weeks ago but it died, even though I potted it up into a large pot with my 
garden soil. 
I would much appreciate some seed, if you can spare some. On seeing it growing, I don't think the one on 
the Williams' place is it. (No - that one is D. nob ilis var. fiagrans). 

Coming back to Perth, on the Albany Hwy, almost opposite Mt. Cooke, we spotted a lone dryandra on the 
side of the mad. It tmed out to be an enormous D. Paseri, about 2.5 m tall, ( n i s  plmt is long gone. It 
may have been D* fraseri var. oxycedru, which corns from a lung way awuy in the Three Springs area. It 
grows in gravel pits so the seed may have been transferred there during road works) 

Did I send you a slide marked 'Dryandra sp. Mogurnber Sept?' I found it growing with D. kippistiana, 
near Magumber, when 1 went to Jurien Bay, last year. On re-reading your letters, I feel sute it must be the 
a E  hewardiana that you collected near New Norcia and had originally cotlfused with sp. B. It cer@inly 
was asmaller plant than the D. hewardzana I saw, further south. ( It was sp. B, D. echinata). 

5/3/86 
I realise now that the dryandra I saw at Dongalocking that I couldn't identifjr & 

D. cynaroides. It is on the flora list for the area and also at Tutanning. So I will know where to go, next 
time. I'm not sure of the flowering time but somehow had the idea that it should be flowering now. I just 
looked up Beard and he says 'November'. Perhaps that explains why I couldn't find it. (I eventually 
sorted it out. Itflowers in summer and it had ulrea&fiPlished at Hawismith) 

To be continued - we're about half-way through the letters from January 1985 to July 1987. 

Margaret Pieroni 161 12/09 



News from Denmark 

I haven't planted many dryandras here on my one acre bush block Just one small patch where earthworks 
disturbed the soil when my house was being built has been set aside for WA plants other than those 
gowing naturally on the rest of the block. 

I have recorded and photographed over 150 species on the property which is on the slopes of a small hill 
below Mt. HaIEowell, with Kani trees at the top and MarrilJarrah at the bottom. All three eucalypts grow 
here and consequently the understorey comprising species which grow in both distinct habitats is very 
species-rich. I have propagated plants from seeds and cuttings to fill the disturbed areas and, since many 
plants have come up by themselves, there is good ground coverage now. 

The few naturally occuning plants in Proteaceae are: One grevillea, G. trrJda, three hakeas, H. 
amplexicaulis, H. f lor ih and H.ruscifolia, one bmksia, 3. g~andis, one petrophiIe, P. diversij$oija and 
two dryandras, D. serra and D. lidleyma subsp. lindleyanu var. melliculcz. On the other hand there are 
many Pea flowers and 19 orchids. At the moment, there are over 100 Scented Blue Sun Orchids, 
Thelymitr~palzuJosa blooming. There are at least 25 blue or purple-flowering plants. William Dmpier 
was supposed to have been surprised to find so many blue flowers when he explored the north- west coast 
of WA. He would have been astounded to see the flora, here in Denmark. They don't all flower at the 
same time, of course. 

The patch where I have planted some dyindras, petrophiles, isopgons and a few banksias consists of 
laterite gravel and clay from which the topsoil, such as it was, has mostly washed away. There is some 
good, sandy loam on undisturbed parts of the block. Most of the dryandm are thriving especially those 
that grow naturally in gravel and which didn't do well in the sand in Pertk 

D. lepidorhiza (see N/L 56) is still doing well and has just about finished flowering. 

D. bpianariJida subsp. b@iPIrzaffida (see N L  54) had four flower heads last month. This is one that is 
seldom seen flowering in the wild and is usually a very straggly plant. 

D. pseudopImosa has redly taken off after sulking for a while after I planted i t  It is now looking 
magnificent with its long leaves extended horizontally with the ends curving downwards, it reminds me 
of a Chinese pagoda. Most of the Proteaceae have c d o h l  new leaf growth at this time of year and D. 
psezidoplumosa is no exceptmn. It is one o f  the few that flowers at the same time as it is displaying its 
orange-brown new growth, D. foliolafa and D, drmrnondii subsp. drmmondii are others. 

D. blechnifolia (see N/L 55) is also thriving. It flowered for the first time in autumn instead of spring and 
has continued to do so. 

A dryandra that failed to flower, this year is D. viscidu (see N/L 52). It made several leaf shoots and is 
looking healthy enough. It flowered in spring, last year. We have had a very wet winter and spring and 
the flowering of everything in the bush is late, this year. 

The compact, mountain form of D. bmteri was not doing well at first but is now a neat, leafy bush that 
flowers well. 

D. fraseri var. crebra (see picture p a . )  has flowered well for two years but has a few dead branches. It 
grows in sandy soil with some gravel in the Badgingarra- Eneabba area This taxon often has very pretty, 
pink flowers. 



My D. quercifolia which had deep pink flowers has died and another plant has also succumbed. They 
were gowing on a level part of the garden where the water didn't drain away quickly. On one of my few 
excursions into the country, this year in the Fitzgerdd River National Park, I saw D. quercfolia in full 
flower in the beginning of September instead of April when it should have been in bloom. Some plants in 
some populations had pink flowers. 

D. drummondzi subsp. macrorufa is magnificent, though the leaves have not yet reached their full length 
of almost a metre and it also is late flowering. The buds are only very srndl, just now. 

Dryandra sp. Boyup Brook is also growing well but hasn't yet flowered and 
D. ionthocarpa subsp. ionthocarpa flowered for the first time last month. This is another species that 
grows in sandy soil and it did much better in Perth - in Elizabeth George's garden, at Kings Park and in 
my former garden. 

Margaret Pieroni 2611 1/09 
Subject: Memo to Study Group Leaders. 

Dear leaders. 
At the last Study Group leaders meeting in Geelong, a request was made that I as President of ANPSA 
should write to you informing you of our support for the efforts you are performing as Study Group 
leader. As a Study group leader myself, I can retate to the effort and time that is required to nm a Study 
group. Some of you maybe aware that Philip Robinson did not seek another term as Study group co- 
ordinator and Geoff Lay has been appointed to fill that position. Geoffs address is 2 Keny Street, Box 
Hill North, Vic. 3 129. His telephone number is 03- 9 89848 16 and e mail address 
gjm k.lavs@,,bimond,mm 
So please continue to send a copy of your newsletter to Geoff and one to me as well. I will pass my copy 
down to other Executive members. Geoff interests ere in the study of fungi, he is an excelIent 
photographer and likes to get out into the bush to look at the flora and scenery. If you have any concerns 
or need help please confer with Geoff so that he can give you some assistance. 

I hope all of you have received a copy of the last Study Group leaders meeting. One of the issues raised 
was that of the line of succession for Study Group leaders and I hope you will give some thought to who 
may be able to succeed you when you want to retire. One of the other issues that I believe need to be 
addressed is that of hew we ensure rase and endangered species of native plants are protected from 
extinction. In the January 2010 edition of Native Plant.. for NSW, there is an article on the Tamworth 
Regional Botanic Gardens and how rare and endangered plants from that region are now being grown in 
the Botanic Gardens. I would like Study Group leaders (and members' -Ed.) feed back on the idea that in 
respect of a particular genera, we endeavour to have all the species oft that genus grown across a number 
of Regional Botanic gardens to ensure they are preserved and enable Study group members to further 
their research into growing them. Here at Stxathmerton, I have tried to grow all the H u h  species and 
have been remarkably successful, but there are some which are very specific to soil and climate 
conditions. For instance, the Dryandra genus is one that needs to be established across a number of 
Botanic gardens or arboretums as there are many that are not resistant to Phytophthoru cznnumomi and 
are facing extinction. Another matter that I believe needs to be addressed is how we enable more Study 
group leaders to attend Biennial conferences. The attendance at Geelong was disappointing and I hope we 
can improve on that in Adelaide in20 1 1. 

I look forward to keeping in contact with you. 
Regards, 
Paul Kennedy, President ANPSA. 




